bsbcc who "walk" Mary hope that she will have a chance to reclaim her birthright in the wilds of Borneo-a little bear among big trees eating tiny termites.
Sun Bears
Sun bears (Helarctos malayanus) are one of the least studied bear species-it is likely that they are more neglected by scholars than any other bear. There are two sun bear subspecies: The Bornean sun bear (H. m. euryspillus) on the island of Borneo, and Malayan sun bear (H. m.malayanus) on the Asia mainland and Sumatra. The Bornean sun bear is smaller in size, with males weighing only about 45 kg (100 pounds); Malayan sun bears weigh as much as 90 kg (200 lb.) .
Sun bears live in fragmented forests in Myanmar, Thailand, China's southern Yunnan Province, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Peninsular Malaysia, Sumatra, Borneo, and on the eastern tip of India. Asiatic black bears share the northern portion of sun bear habitat, but the sun bear is the only bear living in the tropical forests of Southeast Asia south of Thailand. Sun bears have been driven from most of Southeast Asia by deforestation.
Female sun bears den in hollow tree trunks, or cavities in huge trees that have fallen onto the forest floor, where they give birth to one or two cubs. Tree cavities are the safest dens for sun bears because they are relatively dry (in a moist rainforest), relatively cool (in a hot tropical climate), and relatively warm even on cool nights. Newborns are only about 0.3 kg (0.66 lb). They are naked, blind, and helpless. Sun bear cubs stay with their mothers for at least two years in order to learn all that they need to know in order to survive.
Sun bears are unique among bears. Most noticeably, they are the smallest bears. They also have ample, loose skin, which some biologists believe allows them to turn and bite more quickly and easily when attacked, helping them to escape predators. Sun bear claws are unique not just among bears, but among species labeled as carnivores: A piece of bone inside each claw grows slowly throughout their lifetime. As a result, older sun bears have longer, more curved claws than younger bears. This clawbone is attached to a relatively large muscle at the tip of their paws, giving each claw the necessary strength to break through hard surfaces in order to open termite nests and logs, while also helping sun bears to climb trees. Finally, these bears have very long tongues. From the base, sun bear tongues can be up to 18 inches long-a perfect tool for collecting minuscule food items deep inside holes.
Like all bears, sun bears are opportunistic feeders. They are omnivorous, and the bulk of their diet consists of fruits and insects. In season, sun bears
